In this paper various triples of operator-valued functions acting in a Hubert space are characterized, and the members are shown to be connected by a one-to-one-to-one correspondence. The elements of the triples are operator measures, generalized resolvents, and positive definite sequences which are related to the unit circle. The relationships between operator measures and positive definite sequences were first obtained by M. A. Naimark and B.Sz.-Nagy in their dilation and moment theorems. The main contribution of this paper is a characterization of the interrelated resolvent classes. By exploiting the correspondence between the various classes, a unified development of the theory is obtained.
R. McKelvey [8] developed the interrelations among three classes of operator-valued functions {E t , R λi V s } related to operators with spectrum in a half-plane. In the prototype for the general situation these functions were associated with a self-adjoint operator Γ, and E t was its spectral function, R λ its resolvent, and V s the unitary group e~i sT '. In more general cases, the three classes were associated with dissipative and symmetric operators.
In this study we investigate the interrelations between three analogous classes of operator-valued functions {E θ , R z , T {k) } related to operators with spectrum in the unit circle. In the prototype these functions are associated with a unitary operator T, and E θ is its spectral function, R z its resolvent, and T {k) the cyclic group of its integral powers. Generalizations here include the triples associated with contraction, isometric, and partially unitary operators. In our most general case, the triple {E θ , R z , T {k) } belongs to S? = {if, ^?, ^"}, where the classes in the triple S^ are called operator distribution functions, generalized resolvents, and positive definite operator-valued sequences respectively. In saying that the triple of operator-valued functions {E θ , R z , T {k) } belongs to the triple of classes S? = {if, ^, ^} we shall mean E θ e g 7 , R z e&, and T {k) e ^7 ί e > a triple of classes is to be understood in the dual sense of a triple and as the Cartesian product of the classes if, &, ^7
The classes g 7 , ^?, and jf of bounded linear operators on the complex Hubert space Sίf to S(f are defined as follows: In § 2 a functional calculus will be presented wich is based on a mapping from a class of functions bounded and measurable with respect to the operator distribution function E θ €& to a class of bounded operators. It is similar to the functional calculus previously developed by M. Schreiber [12, 13] , and to that known for the unitary operator [10, § 109] . We then prove the main theorem of this paper which is the following: THEOREM A. Each function E θ z&, R z £&, or T {k) e ^~ belongs to a unique triple of functions {E Θ ,R Z1 T {k) } in S^ = {g 7 , ^,^"}, such that the members of the triple are interrelated by formulas Formulas (l)- (6) are the following representations which will be seen in § 2.1 to make sense in either the strong or weak topology. DEFINITION. A triple of functions {E θ , R z , T {k) ) e £S, whose members are related as in Theorem A, will be called a matched triple of functions.
The new parts of Theorem A are the characterization (β) of the class ^, and the inversion formulas (4) and (5) . The relationship between g 7 and ^Γ is essentially a generalization of Naϊmarks moment theorem obtained by S. K. Berberian in [3, Ths. 3, 4] . In Theorem B it is shown that those generalized resolvents R z £& which satisfy the additional condition R o = I can be represented as the ordinary resolvent of a variable contraction operator T z on J?^ which is a holomorphic function of z for | z \ < 1. } is a matched triple of functions in ^, then any one of the relations E^eg 7 ', R z e&', T {k) eJ/~' implies all three, i.e., implies that the triple is in £s".
A characterization of the matched triple of classes J/% = {gΌ, ^0, J^~o} associated with a unitary operator is given in § 4. Also, we shall develop the matched triple of classes Si = {gf : , ^, ^Ί} related to a partially unitary operator (an operator which can be written as the direct sum of a unitary operator and the zero operator). It will be shown that every matched triple of functions in S^(^f) is a projection of a matched triple of functions in ^(^+), where J%f + is a Hubert space extension of 3if.
In § 5 we prove a characterization of the matched triple of classes *£f = {if 2 , ^2, ^1} associated with a contraction operator on έ%?, and show that a multiplicative functional calculus may be obtained in this case. The relationship between the classes £? 2 and was first established by and M. Schreiber [12] . The characterization of the interrelated class ^2 appears to be new. The isometric operator case is discussed in § 6. Equivalent characterizations of the class of generalized resolvents of an isometric operator are obtained, and Theorem B is used to obtain a new characterization which leads to a simple and direct proof of a formula for the form of all generalized resolvents of a closed isometric operator.
2* The general theory of the triple £^.
2.1. A study of the relationships between the classes g 7 , ^, and j7" depends in large part upon the exploitation of a functional calculus analogous to that for a unitary operator [10, § 109] , We begin by showing that we may integrate a class of complex-valued functions with respect to operator distribution functions E θ .
Since (E o x, x) is real valued, nondecreasing, and continuous on the right, there exists a unique Borel measure μ x (fixed x) such that μ x (A) = (E θ2 x, x) -(E θl x, x) [11, p. 227 ]. If χ(σ; θ) is the characteristic function of the Borel set σ S [0, 2π], then the Borel measure μ x may be obtained from the cumulative distribution function (E o x, x) by the formula
We now consider μ x (σ) as a functional in x with σ fixed, and uniquely define another functional dependent on a pair of vectors x, y, e ^f by the polarization formula
As the bilinear form (E o x, y) and the quadradic form (E o x, x) are also related by the polarization formula [20, p. 322] , it follows that Note that (a) and (b) imply E 2π ^ I. If we also require E 2π -/, then we obtain a subclass gΌ of g\ which is the usual orthogonal spectral family or resolution of the identity for a unitary operator given by the spectral theorem (cf. [10, p. 281] or [20, p. 357] ). Likewise, we note that (aa) implies E 2z ^ I for E θ e g 7 , and if E 2π = I, then i? is the class of functions called a generalized spectral family [16, p. 6] or a generalized resolution of the identity [2, p. 121],
A theorem due to Naimark [16, p. 6] asserts that every generalized spectral family, can be represented as the projection of an orthogonal spectral family. Naimark's theorem has been extended to nonnormalized cases by McKelvey [8] and Berberian [3, Th. 1] , For our classes gf and g*! it may be stated: THEOREM 1. (Naimark) . Let E θ e ξ? (βέf y 
The Naimark theorem and equation (7) then give
(Fx, y) = (F + x, y) , for x, y e Sίf.
2.3. The functional correspondence (7) has the following properties (cf. [8] ): If / -F, g -G, Λ ~ Fn, and g n -G n , then ( i ) Linear: c x f + c 2 g ~ c γ F + c 2 G, where c lf c 2 are scalar constants.
( ii ) Preserves conjugates: f ~ F*. are interrelated by formulas (l)- (6) .
Proof. ( i ) To show R z e & we verify conditions (a)-(c) of (β). (a) Since the integrand in formula (1) is holomorphic in z and continuous in θ on a bounded contour, R z x is holomorphic for | z | Φ 1, x^^f.
Then R z is holomorphic for | z \ Φ 1 (cf. [20, p. 206] [3, Th. 4] ).
(iii) Related by formulas (l)- (6): (a) Since the function 1/(1e iθ z) is holomorphic for \z\ Φ 1, it has Laurent series expansions for | z \ < 1 and | z \ > 1. Using properties (i) and (viii) of §2.3 and formulas (1) and (2) on these Laurent expansions, we obtain formula (3) . Clearly, formula (6) is an inversion of formula (3).
(b) To prove (4), let 0 < φ ^ 2π, 0 ^ r < 1, and let θ u θ 2 be points of continuity of E θ . Define
where P r is Poisson's kernel [7, p. 30] , Then |/(r, β ίςί)
) | ^ 1, and by Fatou ? s theorem (cf. [7, p. 34 
i.e., / approaches χ(A; φ) a.e., 0 < φ ^ 2ττ, where χ(J; 9?) is the characteristic function of the interval A = (θ u θ 2 ]. Define F(r) = Γ/(r, e ί ηdE φ .
Jo
Then by property (vii) of §2.3
Lim
which implies (4) . The interchanging of the order of integration is justified because the integrand is continuous with respect to θ,φ.
( c ) Similarly, (5) may be seen to be an inversion of (2) by showing
Each function ^eg 7 , β 2 e^, or T k) eb elongs to a unique triple of functions {E θ , R z , T {k) ) in 6^ Ξ {£?, ^, ^"}, such that the members of the triple are interrelated by formulas (l)- (6) .
Proof. Due to Lemma 1 we need only show that each R z e & can be expressed by equation (1), and each T [k) e J/^ by equation (2), in terms of some unique E d e&.
This is done in (i) and (ii) below.
i.e., R z satisfies the conditions (β). Then R z satisfies the following "weak" properties: (2) satisfies
Now the conditions (β') are sufficient to apply a theorem due to Herglotz [5] (see also [9, pp. 58-60], or [2, p. 5] 
, is a real nondecreasing function of bounded variation, and Im φ(0) = 0, since <p(0) is real. If I z I < 1, then by (10) and
If |«|<1, then |«*|>1. Therefore, formula (10) is valid for all 1*1*1.
From the definition of <p(z) 
Defining the function σ(θ; x, y) for x, y e έ%f by the polarization formula
and using the analogous formula for the bilinear form (R z x, y) 9 one obtains (12 The complex-valued functions σ(θ; x, y) also satisfy the normalization conditions (11) and are uniquely determined by equation (12). In particular, one has σ(ΰ; x,x)= σ(θ; x). It follows by an elementary argument (cf. [2, § 65]) that σ(θ; x, y) is a symmetric bilinear functional of x, y and
By the theorem on the general form of a symmetric bilinear functional [1, § 21] , there exists a uniquely determined family of bounded self-adjoint linear operators E θ which depend on the parameter
, this follows from the normalization conditions (11) and a simple argument showing that if (E θ x, x) is weakly continuous from the right, then it is strongly continuous from the right.
Equation (12) becomes equation (1) in the weak sense, hence in the strong sense, since both interpretations of the integral make sense and define the same operator R z . Then E θ is completely defined by the operator i?,, and in turn E θ completely defines R z by (1). This proves (i).
Since the construction of E θ only depends upon the "weak" properties (β*), we obtain as a byproduct of the proof the result: THEOREM 2. The class & may be characterized by the properties of (β*) as well as those of (β).
(ii) Suppose T {k) e^, i.e., T {k) satisfies the conditions (7) . Then by a generalization of Naimarks moment theorem [3, Ths. 3 and 4] , or by an argument similar to [2, § 62] we obtain where E' θ e r S\ It remains to show E θ = E' θ . But this follows from formulas (1)- (6) . For example, by substituting (1) and (2) into (3) and using the normalization conditions. This proves Theorem A.
Proof, (i) and (iii) follow from equations (1) and (2). (ii) follows by the functional calculus from e~ί Ic0 = e iIcϋ . (iv) is proved in [3, corol- 
/w particular, the decomposition βtf = N 1 + N is reducing for all values of the functions E o , R z , T {lc \ and these functions vanish identically on N.
Proof
is valid and shows that N(E Θ ) = {x: (E β x, x) = 0}. Also, E e £i? = N(Eβ) 1 .
The assertions then follow from (as). (ii) If T' 0) x = 0, then E 2π x = 0 by remark (i) of §3.1. Hence JE^B = 0, 0 ^ 6 1 ^ 2ττ, by (i) above. Then equation (2) gives Γ (/c) = 0, ±fc = 0, 1, 2, .... Also,
Thus JE7 2 ,X = 0, and £7^ = 0, 0 ^ 6> ^ 2ττ, by (i) above. But then equation (1) gives R z x = 0, | z | < 1. Clearly R z x = 0 implies (J?^, x) = 0. It follows that NCR,) = {α;: (i?^, x) = 0} = iV, | s | < 1.
Since Re (i2 z *x, x) -Re (i? z x, a?), the above argument shows that if (R* Q x, x) = 0 for some s 0 , | 2 0 1 < 1, then E o x = 0, 0 ^ θ S 2π. But then the adjoint of formula (1) 
(1-|s|)||r(s)||^l.
Using (16) in (13'), we have (14). 
We have shown that R z is a holomorphic function of z for | z \ Φ 1. We have proved that R z * = I -Rf, \z\φl, z Φ 0. (c) By (i) and Lemma 2(a), T z has resolvent R z satisfying (13) and (13') for all |s|<l, xe£Z*. Now \\T*\\£l, \z\<l, and D(Tί) = £ίf, so that Lemma 2(a) also applies to Tf. Then (/ -^Γ^*)-1 satisfies (13') for \z\ < 1, i.e., This implies that R7 1 exists and is bounded for \z\ < 1. Therefore,
Then the function ^""^^ -/Ji^Γ 1 is holomorphic in z for | z \ < 1, because the apparent singularity at z = 0 is removable by making it continuous at 2 = 0. Consequently, one may define T z to be the following function holomorphic for | z\ < 1:
Since (i?*)" 1 exists we have Since (/9b) with R o = I and | z \ < 1 is (13), we see that T z has resolvent R z which satisfies (13) for all | z \ < 1 and x e ^f.
Then Lemma 2(b) implies || T z || ^ 1, \z\<l, D(T Z ) = J%?, which is (i). This proves Theorem B. is the cyclic group of powers of T, i.e., T (k) = τk ^ ±fc = 0,1,2, ... .
Conversely, each function of class if 0 , & 0 , or ^l is associated with precisely one unitary T in the manner just described.
Proof. These characterizations are elementary facts and their proofs will be omitted. (7) is multiplicative when E θ is projector-valued, i.e., El = E θ . In the most general case E 2π is also a projector, but not necessarily the identity, i.e., E 2π ^ I. We have defined this class g% in §2.2. Now define the triple of classes S^[ -Ί} of bounded linear operators as follows: where <%^ = ^V 0 .^^o, U is a unitary operator on ^f" Uy and 0 is the zero operator on REMARKS. (i) The class ,^g is similar to the class of pseudoresolvents discussed by Hille and Phillips [6, .
The functional correspondence
(ii) T k) G jr; satisfies (a) T (&) * -T {~k \ ±k = 0,1,2, .... Proof. We need to show that S^o satisfies the requirements (i) and (ii) of the definition of a matched triple of classes given in § 1. But (i) was proved in Lemma 4, and (ii) Proof. The assertions involving E θ are contained in the Naimark diation theorem. The other two relations in (i) follow immediately from Theorems A and A lβ The equivalence of the spans in (ii) follows from formulas (l)- (6) .
Note that in the special case of 
where T is a fixed contraction operator on έ%f.
(ii)
where T is a fixed contraction operator on
where T is some fixed operator with D τ = 3^f. exists for all | z \ < 1. Therefore, one may define T = (I -R7 ι )jz, 0 < I z I < 1, where (iva) implies that T is independent of z. Then R z = (I -zT)~\ I z I < 1. By taking ad joints we obtain the equivalence of (iva) and the form of R z in (iii) for \z\>l.
Condition ( 
Proof. If Γ
(fc) is defined as in the statement of the corollary, then the corresponding R z defined by formula (3) satisfies condition (i) of the theorem. Therefore, R z e&, and T {k) e^ by Theorem A.
REMARKS.
1. A direct proof of the above corollary has been given previously by § 9] , 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 4, R z also satisfies the resolvent equation (iva) for |z|,|ζ|>l. Then N(R Z ) is constant for z\ > 1, but in general, we do not have N(R Z ) = {0} for \z\ > 1.
3. If the resolvent equation (iva) is satisfied for z and ζ on opposite sides of the unit circle, i.e., for all | z |, | ζ | Φ 1, then N(R Z ) = {0} for all \z\ Φ 1, and R z e .5? 0 . In this case R z = (I -zT)~ι for all I z I Φ 1, where T is necessarily unitary by Lemma 3 of §4.1.
5.2.
Using the terminology of M. Schreiber [12, 13] , we make the following: Necessarily JE7 27Γ = I for strong operator distribution functions.
We consider the classes g%, <^? 2 , and ^" 2 defined as follows:
(a 2 ) E θ (0 ^ θ <, 2π) belongs to the class Sf 2 = c £i(^f) whenever € g 7 is a strong operator distribution function.
(β 2 ) R z (\z\φl) belongs to the class ^? 2 = & 2 (£έf) whenever (a) zR z -ζR ζ = (z -ζ)R z R ζ for |z|,|ζ| < 1. (5)]. See also [12, Th. 2.2] and [3, Th. 4] .
If T {k) e ^7, then the corresponding R z defined by formula (3) satisfies condition (i) of Theorem 4, which is equivalent to the conditions of (/S 2 ). Hence R z e,^? 2 .
Conversely, if R z e& 2 , then equating coefficients in the series of formula (3) and Theorem 4(i), we see that T {k) is of the necessary form for T {k) ej7~2. This proves Theorem D. We remark that the new part of Theorem D is the characterization (β 2 ) of the interrelated resolvent class & 2 . We also note that 5.3. In general, the functional correspondence (7) is not multiplicative for feB (dE) .
However, if we require E θ e g%, then for certain subclasses of B(dE) the functional calculus is multiplicative.
DEFINITION. The Hardy H^ class of functions is the algebra of bounded holomorphic functions in the unit disc [7] .
By Fatou's theorem [7, p. 34 ] the limit f(e i0 ) of f(re i0 ) as r -> 1ẽ xists almost everywhere with respect to θ, i.e., everywhere except on a set C f of Lebesgue measure zero. Assuming E θ e if 2 , the functional correspondence given in § 2.3 has the following additional properties (cf. [19] ): ( x ) If /, g are polynomials in e iθ (or in e~i θ ), then fg ~ FG.
(xi) /"->/ and g n -+g boundedly a.e. (dE) and f n g n~Fn G n implies fg ~ FG.
(xii) When f,ge HJ&E), then fg ~ FG. (xiii) If fe H^dE), then f~F= F(T), T a contraction operator, and
\Z\<1
It follows that the mapping f->Fgiven by (7) is a homomorphism from the algebra H^dE) into the algebra of bounded linear transformations of the Hubert space Sίf '. Further properties of this mapping have been studied by Schreiber [13] and 19] . holds for some z such that \z\Φl. (17) is equivalent to the statement that (/ -zT) has a bounded inverse satisfying (/ -zT)~ι g R z .
REMARKS. ( i ) Formula
(ii) If R o = I and (17) is valid for any point z 0 such that 0 < I s 0 1 < 1, then || Tx\\ ^\\x\\ for all xeD τ , i.e., || Γ|| ^ 1. Furthermore, if R Q = I and (17) is valid for any point z 0 such that \z o \ > 1, then || Tx \\^\\x \\ for all x e D τ .
(iii) If R Q = I and (17) holds for any two points z L , z 2 such that 0 < I s x I < 1 and | s 2 1 > 1, then T is isometric. In particular, if ΊΓ T = <%*, then E 2π = J.
Proof, (i) is clear, (ii) follows by substituting (17) into formulas (13') and (13"). (iii) follows from (ii) since an operator T is isometric if and only if || Tx\\ = ||α|| for all xeD τ [14, Th. 2.46] . Property (iv) follows from the resolvent representations in Theorem B. For I z I < 1 we may substitute R z = (/ -zT z )~ι into (17) and obtain the equivalent equation Tx = T z x, x e D τ . For | z \ > 1, we may substitute R z = I -(I -z~ιTί*)~ι into (17) and obtain the equivalent equation Ix = T£Tx, xe D τ , which is equivalent to T having an inverse satisfying T~ι g T**. Property (v) is obtained from (iv) and the corollary to Theorem B. (vi) is clear, (vii) follows by letting z = 0 in (17) for all x e £ίf, and in particular, for all xeD τ .
But for x e D τ , T " ;l) + x = Γa; by (ii), hence this becomes (iii).
(iii)=>(ii): For xeD τ , set y = (I -zT)x. Using (iii) and an argument similar to [8, § 5.2] one may show successively that R z satisfies the resolvent equation, R z *R z y = PRiRty, and R z y = R+y for all yeJ τ (z).
Then Ta; = T (1)+ α; for all xeD τ , i.e., Γg T (1)+ . (iii) <=> (iv): This follows from Remark (iv) of §6.1.
REMARKS. 1. When Δ τ = <^ίf, condition (iv) of Theorem E takes the form (iv') T-1 exists, and T g T z = (T" 1 )*, for \z\ < 1. 2. When D Γ = J%f, condition (iv) of Theorem E takes the form (iv") T-1 exists, and T~ι g T* = T*, for |^| < 1. 3. By Remark (vii) of § 6.1, the condition E 2π = / in Theorem E may be omitted in (iv"), and weakened in parts (iii) and (iv) to E 2z x = x for all x e <%f Q D~τ.
Condition (iii) (or (iv)) of Theorem E characterizes those R z e & with R Q -I which are generalized resolvents of a given isometric operator Γ. Using Remark 3, we obtain the following: COROLLARY. In order that a set of bounded linear operators R z in <%f (with D{R Z ) = ^f and \Z\Φ\) be a generalized resolvent of the isometric operator T in £%f, it is necessary and sufficient that the following conditions be satisfied: We remark that for T a closed isometric operator, this corollary is equivalent to Theorem 2 of [4] . The generalized resolvent of a closed isometric operator T was defined in [4] as a set R z (| z \ Φ 1) of operators in Sif satisfying
where T + is a unitary extension of T in a Hubert space and P is the orthogonal projection of <%f+ onto 3ίf. We note that Theorem C implies that this definition is equivalent to the conditions given in the corollary.
6.3 Condition (iv) of Theorem E leads to a simple and direct proof of a formula for all generalized resolvents of a closed isometric operator which is analogous to Straus's formula for symmetric operators [15, Th. 7] . The formula was announced by M. E. Cumakin, a student of Straus, in 1964 [4, Th. 3] We shall need the following definitions and lemma which were originally introduced by McKelvey in [8] . DEFINITION If T is a closed isometric operator, then a necessary and sufficient condition that the operator-valued functions T z , \ z | < 1, and T%x, \z\ > 1, shall represent a generalized resolvent R z of T in the sense of Theorem E(iv) is that The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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